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Summary 

The behaviours of various semiconductor powders (Ti02, Fe203, ZnO, 

ZrOz , SbzO4, CeOz and WO,) dispersed in oxalic acid solutions were 
examined either in the dark or under illumination at wavelengths shorter or 
longer than 400 nm in the presence of oxygen. All the specimens except 
Sb204 and W03 were degraded in the dark, ZnO being the most unstable. UV 
illumination increased the oxidation of oxalic acid in the presence of TiOz, 
ZrOz and CeOz, and the quantum yields were determined. Visible light 
enhanced the conversion in the presence of ‘I’iOz, Fe20, and W03. Despite its 
weak absorption, TiOz was the most reactive, and the two Fe,O, samples 
exhibited markedly different activities. Doping of Ti02 with. Cr3+ ions 
(0.86 at.%) substantially decreased its activity in both spectral regions, 
probably because of increased electron-hole recombination. It is concluded 
from these results that the surface properties and the presence of recombina- 
tion centres, which depend on the preparation method, are very important 
factors in determining the activity of a given oxide. The results of a more 
detailed study of the effects of oxygen, oxalic acid concentration, pH and 
temperature performed using the TiO2 sample provided evidence for the 
photocatalytic character of the oxidation induced by UV light, and a 
mechanism involving an attack on the C-C bond of adsorbed H&O, ions 
by atomic oxygen species activated by photoproduced holes is tentatively 
suggested. 

1. Introduction 

The oxidizing properties of various semiconductor powders illuminated 
in either the near UV or the visible region were determined using oxalic acid. 
This compound was chosen because its reactivity allowed the stability of the 
solids employed to be assessed and also because it is a water pollutant 
resulting from some industrial treatment processes (textile industry, metal- 
lurgy etc.). Moreover, as indicated by the potential of the redox couple 
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HzCz04(aq)-COz(g) (-0.49 V), it is easy to oxidize and therefore even 
weakly oxidizing semiconductors should transform it. 

Ions of simple carboxylic acids, such as formic, acetic or oxalic acid, 
have been used as scavengers of holes photoproduced from anodes formed 
by single crystals of Ti02 [I, 21 or ZnO [ 3 - 5 ], thus causing the so-called 
current doubling effect. The oxidation of oxalate ions has been selected to 
test the photoresponse of metal phthalocyanine evaporated film electrodes 
[6]. The photocatalytic oxidation of formic acid over TiOz dispersed in an 
aqueous solution has been studied as a function of the UV light intensity and 
of the acid and dissolved oxygen concentrations [ 7 1. Formic and oxalic acids 
have been used to scavenge OH’ radicals in the photosynthesis of H202 over 
ZnO and the evolution of CO* was observed [8]. The photocatalytic de- 
carboxylation of acetic acid and of a series of other organic acids over TiOz 
and Pt-TiOz in the absence of oxygen is well documented [9], 

In the present work we studied the stability of various semiconductors 
in the dark and the effect of illumination at wavelengths shorter or longer 
than 400 nm on their reactivity. The most active sample (TiOz) was used for 
an investigation of the effects of the reactant concentration, oxygen, pH 
and temperature under UV illumination. A photocatalytic mechanism is 
tentatively proposed on the basis of our previous results concerning the 
photocatalytic activation of oxygen [ 10 - 151 and its reactivity with organic 
[ll, 15 - 171 and inorganic [l&19] compounds. 

2. Experimental details 

The heterogeneous photocatalytic oxidation of oxalic acid was studied 
using a cylindrical static slurry photoreactor with an optical quartz base. The 
temperature (270 - 352 K) was controlled by means of a thermostatted 
jacket. The catalyst suspension (50 mg in 20 cm3) was stirred by a rotating 
T-shaped capillary glass tube through which oxygen flowed at a constant rate 
of 10 cm3 min- i. Under these conditions optimum oxygen interaction with 
the solid surface through the aqueous phase and complete light absorption 
by the solid particles were achieved. The illumination was provided by a 
mercury lamp (Philips HPK 125 W) in the UV region and by a xenon lamp 
(Hanovia 150 W) in the visible region. In both cases the IR fraction of the 
beam was removed by a water circulating cuvette which was terminated by 
filters which limited the transmitted wavelengths to the ranges 300 - 400 nm 
(Corning 7-60 filter) and 400 - 660 nm (combined Coming O-51 and 4-97 
filters). 

The conversion rate was calculated by determining the quantity of 
unreacted oxalic acid using conventional permanganate titration. The forrna- 
tion of gaseous CO2 was detected qualitatively by bubbling the excess 
oxygen into a solution of barium nitrate. 
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3. ResuIts 

3.1_ Reaction in the absence of suspended solid 
Stirred and oxygenated oxalic acid solutions were stable for at least 6 h 

under visible light at the radiant intensity employed. Under UV illumination 
negligible photochemical conversion, which depended on the concentration, 
occurred (compare Tables 1 and 2). 

TABLE 1 

Photochemical conversion of oxalic acid under UV illumination 

Initial 
concentration 
(Ml 

Illumination time 
(h) 

Conversion Mean photochemical 
7 = (C,-- C)fCo activity 
(%I (mol h-l) 

5 x 10-2 6 2 3.3 x 10-6 
5 x 10-S 6 4 6.7 x lo-’ 

CO, initial concentration; C, concentration at time t. 

TABLE 2 

Conversion of oxalic acid (CO = 5 X 10-j M) within a period of 30 min over various oxides 
under UV illumination and in the dark 

co tazys f Origin Specific Stability in 
area oxalic acid 
(m* g-‘) 

Overall Conver- Mean Mean 
cower- sion in photocata- quan- 
sion the ly tic turn 
WI dark activity yield 

(%I (pmol h-l) 

Tio2 Degussa P-25 50 Rather stable 48 8 80 0.34 
ZnO Mere k 3 Quite unstable 75 78 - - 

Zr02 [20 I 37 Corrodes 51 18 66 0.28 
CeO2 I21 1 27 Corrodes 29 16 26 0.11 
Sb204 [!=I 2.7 Inert 0 0 0 0 
cr3+-Tio2 [ 20 ] 60 Rather stable 8.5 8 1 0.004 

3.2. Reaction in the presence of a solid in the dark 
All the solids except Sb204 and W03 were active with respect to oxalic 

acid in the dark and under oxygen flow (Tables 2 and 3). Therefore the 
corresponding conversions were subtracted from those obtained in the 
presence of illumination to determine the effects of UV and visible light. 

3.3. Effects of various parameters on the reaction induced by UV-illuminated 
TiOz 

TiOz was chosen because it had the highest photocatalytic activity 
(Table 2). 
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TABLE 3 

Conversion of oxalic acid (Cc = 5 x 10u3 M) over various oxides under visible illumination 
and in the dark 

Catalyst Origin Specific Reaction Overall Conversion Mean 
area time conversion in the dark photocatulytic 
(m2 g-l) (min) (%) (%) actiuity 

(pm01 h-l) 

TiO2 Degussa P-25 50 30 18.4 7.8 21 
cr3+pTio2 [ 20 ] 60 30 7.9 7.8 0.24 
Fez03 (1) Merck <5 180 13.5 5.9 2.5 
FezOs (2) Amorphousa 146 180 75.5 15.7 20 
wo3 [=I 15 180 28.7 0 9.6 

‘Hydrated solid obtained by precipitation at pH 8. 

3.3.1. Effect of the concentration 
A typical plot of the overall conversion r in per cent as a function of 

time is shown in Fig. 1 (T = (CO - C)/C, where CO is the initial concentration 

20 40 60 

TIME/ min 
Fig. 1. Overall conversion of oxahc acid (Ce = 5 X 
UV illumination time. 

10-j M) over TiOz as a function of the 
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Fig. 2. (a) Initial rate variations in the overall conversion of oxalic acid over UV-illumi- 
nated TiOz as a function of the initial concentration; (b) linear transform of the curve 
shown in (a). 

and C is the concentration at time t). The reproducibility was within 4%. 
The curve of the plot is ascribed to the progressive consumption of oxalic 
acid ions in the static reactor. Therefore the initial reaction rate r. deter- 
mined in the first 10 min was used in the investigation. r. varied as a func- 
tion of Co according to a Langmuir-type isotherm {Fig. 2) so that it was 
almost independent of Co for Co > 5 X 10m3 M, which confirmed the apparent 
zero order found for the oxidation of formic acid [ 71, and decreased sharply 
for C,-, < 10e3 M. 

3.3.2. Effect of oxygen 
The oxygen flow rate was about a factor of 200 greater than that 

required for the initial reaction rate. 
In the absence of oxygen (the suspension was deaerated by several 

evacuations in a closed photoreactor) the rate of oxidation of oxalic acid 
decreased and the TiOs gradually became greyish blue. After UV illumination 
for 3 h the conversion of oxalic acid was equal to that obtained in the 
presence of oxygen after illumination for a period about a factor of 14 
shorter. 

3.3.3. Effect of the pH 
Figure 3 shows that when the pH was varied from zero (addition of 

H3S04) to 13 (addition of NaOH) the photocatalytic activity reached a 
maximum at pH 2.34 (pure oxalic acid) where 93% of the oxalic acid ions 
are present as HCz04 and was zero at pH 13 where most of the ions are 
present as CZOG2-. It should be noted that the pH variations (1.5 - 3.0) 
induced by diluting pure oxalic acid (Fig. 2) did not modify the major 
ionization state of oxalic acid (HCIOQ) whose coverage remained almost 
unchanged as calculated using the adsorption constant given in Section 4.1. 

3.3.4. Effect of temperature 
The variations in the conversion are presented in the Arrhenius plot 

of Fig. 4. The apparent activation energy is 13 kJ mol-I which is in the 
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Fig. 3. Initial rate of the overall conversion of oxalic acid (Co = 5 x 1O-3 M) over UV- 
illuminated TiOz as a function of the pH. 

same range as that obtained for the oxidation of formic acid under similar 
conditions [ 71. 

3.4. Effect of the nature of the solid 
3.4.1. UV illumination 
The quantum yields were defined as the ratio 4 of the number of 

molecules converted per second to the number of photons, which can be 
absorbed by the oxide, entering the cross-sectional area S of the photo- 
reactor per second: 

9= 
C,V(dr/dt)N 

FPS 

where V is the volume of the solution, N is Avogadro’s number, F is the flux 
of absorbable photons per unit of power, P is the incident light power 
(3.1 mW cm-*) and S is the cross-sectional area of the reactor (11.3 cm*). 
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Fig. 4. Arrhenius plot of the overall conversion of oxalic acid (CO = 5 X 10m3 M) over 
TiOz (UV illumination for 20 min). 

F was calculated from the wavelength dependence of the absorption 
coefficient of each oxide as determined from the reflectance spectra 117, 
19 1. The quantum yields are listed in Table 2. 

3.4.2. Visible illumination 
The mean photocatalytic activities of the most active solids are pre- 

sented in Table 3. Other solids, such as CdS, Sb2SJ (commercial samples) and 
MO& (various samples prepared in the laboratory for hydrodesulphurization 
reactions), yielded only traces of products. 

4. Discussion 

It is necessary to establish over which solids the oxidative degradation 
of oxalic acid is really photocatalytic, which requires that (i) the activation 
by light is due to the solid and (ii) at least one step of the reaction occurs in 
the adsorbed phase. 

The photochemical oxidation was either absent (visible light) or almost 
negligible (UV light) under oxygen flow. When a solid is present its corrosion 
resulting from the acidic and redox properties of the oxalic acid solution 
should be distinguished from the true photocatalytic process. 

4.1. Photocatalytic character and mechanism of oxidation over UV-illumi- 
nated Ti02 

The photocatalytic character of the reaction is shown (i) by the 
Langmuir character of the isotherm in Fig. 2 which implies that the reaction 
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takes place in the adsorbed phase and (ii) by the observation that a greater 
number of oxalic acid molecules are oxidized than that which could have 
been obtained from the photoactivatable surface species initially present at 
the surface of TiOz (a maximum of five such species per nanometre squared 
was assumed). 

If the reaction of adsorbed oxalic acid ions with adsorbed oxygen 
species is involved the initial reaction rate can be written 

ro = kf[O#(-J 

where k is the rate constant of the reaction, f[O,] is a function of the’ 
surface concentration of oxygen species and 00 is the initial surface coverage 
by oxalic acid. Since the flow rate and the solubility of oxygen in water are 
constant, f[ O,] can be considered as a constant and included in the apparent 
rate constant k’. O. can be replaced by KCo/(l + KCo) according to the 
Langmuir-type 
the expression 

isotherm (K is the adsorption constant of oxalic acid) so that 

r. = k’ 
KCo 

l+KCo 
is obtained in agreement with the linear transform of Fig. 2(b) whose slope 
(k’K)-i and intercept k’-’ yield 

k’ = 1.3 X 10B4 mol h-i 

K = 4.4 X 103 dm3 mole1 

Only the points for high concentrations were included in Fig. 2(b) 
because of the low accuracy of the results for small concentrations. Accord- 
ing to the value of K, the coverage 80 at Co = 5 X 10-j M is 95.6% of its 
maximum. The linear variation in row* with Co-’ implies a non-dissociative 
adsorption of HCz04 which is the major ionized form of oxalic acid. 

The experiments performed in the absence of oxygen indicate that this 
gas is essential. Furthermore, the observation that TiOz became greyish blue 
in colour suggests that the reaction involves surface oxygen species and 
increases the non-stoichiometry of O’- anions from TiOz. For example after 
3 h of UV illumination, 6.8 molecules of oxalic acid were oxidized per 
nanometre squared of TiO 2. Consequently, if it is assumed that the most 
probable crystallographic plane present at the surface of TiOz is the (001) 
plane [ 241, about 0.5 oxalic acid molecules are converted per axial oxygen 
atom. Dissolved oxygen (3.1 X 10V2 cm3 O2 (cm3 HzO)-I) does not behave as 
an electrolyte and does not compete with the other ions present in the 
solution with respect to adsorption. Even water does not compete with 
gaseous oxygen for electron capture as shown by previous photoconductivity 
measurements in the gas phase. Consequently, we assume that the ionosorbed 
oxygen species on the surface of the TiOz particles suspended in water are 
the same as those present in the gas phase. These species were identified by 
photoconductivity measurements as OzS and O- [14]. In situ determinations 
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[ll] have shown that the activation of oxygen occurs via the neutralization 
of ionosorbed O- species by photoproduced holes: 

(TiO*) + hv -e-+p+ 

O-ads + P 
+---+(-J* ads 

(hv 2 E, where E, is the energy band gap). 
involving the reaction of the photoactivated 

Consequently a mechanism 
species Oads* with adsorbed 

HCz04- ions is tentatively suggested since these ions are the most reactive 
form of oxalic acid according to the pH dependence of the photocatalytic 
activity (Fig. 3) and in agreement with ref. 25. Three different points of 
attack on the ion can be envisaged: 

2 

1 

If the oxidation proceeded through the ionized extremity (point l), a higher 
yield would be obtained for the doubly ionized ions Cz04*- present at 
alkaline pH. This is not the case as can be seen in Fig. 3. Similarly, the 
oxidation via the OH group of the molecule (point 2) can be rejected since it 
would give a maximum activity at acidic pH where oxalic acid is essentially 
present as H2C204 molecules. This suggests that degradation occurs by an 
attack on the C-(: bond (point 3) with the production of a possible epoxide 
intermediate leading to the formation of a CO2 molecule plus an unstable 
bicarbonate ion 1261 which in turn generates a second CO2 molecule: 

0 0- 
o* + NC<’ - &Jo lx+ 

HO’ -0 + K. 
- 2C01 + Hz0 

As the photocatalytic activation process is not temperature dependent, 
the low activation energy (13 kJ mol-l) can be related to a step following 
the activation of oxygen, probably the CO2 desorption. 

4.2. Oxidation over UV-illuminated ZnO, Zr02, Ce02 and Sb204 
ZnO corroded at such a rate that no ihumination effect could be 

observed. This marked corrosion is in agreement with the well-known 
basicity of ZnO [ 271. The relative order of the quantum yields for the 
photocatalytic activities of the other oxides (Table 2) is identical with that 
found for the gas phase oxidation of propene [ 17 1, with the exception of 
Sb204 which is inactive. This probably arises from an identical activation 
process for both reactions in the gaseous and the liquid phases. The existence 
of O- species at the surface of ZrO, and Ce02 has been mferred from mea- 
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surements of the photoconductivity as a function of the oxygen pressure 
[14]. However, the relative ratios of the quantum yields for the various 
oxides differed from those found in propene oxidation. 

4.3. Illumination in visible light 
Three major facts can be noted from the results of Table 3. 
(i) Surprisingly, the TiOz sample was the most active (together with 

Fe203 (2)) although its photocatalytic activity per radiant flux was about 
260 times smaller in the visible region than in the UV region. This photo- 
sensitivity of TiOz in the visible region can be ascribed to an absorption tail 
for X > 400 nm which is probably due to structural defects related to ‘its 
highly divided state as previously found for the photoresponse of single- 
crystal and polycrystalline ZnO samples [28]: however, this poor photo- 
sensitivity is partially compensated by chemisorptive and catalytic properties 
which enable TiOz to surpass other solids whose band gap energies fit the 
visible spectrum better. 

(ii) The doping of TiOz with Cr3+ ions markedly reduced the conversion 
despite the increased absorbance in the visible region. Presumably, these 
cations act as recombination centres [ 291. 

(iii) The two samples of Fez03 prepared by different methods had very 
distinct photocatalytic activities. 

All these observations emphasize the fact that the photocatalytic 
activity depends not only on the chemical nature of the sample but also on 
its surface and textural properties, i.e. its catalytic sites and recombination 
centres. Therefore any classification of the photocatalytic properties of 
semiconductors should be considered as relative and only valid for the 
samples used. 
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